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A Spelling 

 

1-Pr_cti_e English whenever you can.  

2-It’s imp_rt_nt that you don’t l_ _ve your English learning ins_de the classroom. 

3-Make s_re you never _scape learning. 

4-Try and write some_hing every day using new words and gramm_r . 

5-Using te_hnology in a wr_ng way has cr_ _ted bad habits and new t_pes of 

addictions.  
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B Fill in the blanks with the given words 

 

Impossible/ Nearly /respect/ valuable/ endangered/ matter /speakers/ note 

 

The 548 languages with fewer than 99 speakers make up 

………6……8 percent of the world’s languages. We call them ‘……7……… 

languages’. As the ………8……of such languages grow old and die, their 

languages will die, too.All languages are really……9………, despite their 

differences. Every 

language is an amazing means of communication that meets the needs 

of its own speakers. It is …………10……to imagine the world without 

language. Therefore, we should ………11…………all languages, no 

……12………how 

different they are and how many speakers they have. 

 

3.5 

C Complete with your own knowledge 

 

13-Arash has a bad eating …………. 

14-Smoking is ………….. to everyone. 

15-Recent research has shown that a good social life decreases the …………. of 

death.  

16-A ……………. diet contains lots of fruits and green vegetables. 

17-Her doctor said the problem was more ……………. than physical. 

18-Have you ever thought of a healthy …………….. to live longer? 
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D Write synonyms or antonyms 

 

19- It is impossible to imagine the world without language.       

 20-I guess you haven’t exercised for a long time. I think you are a bit fat now. 

21-The modern lifestyle has had both positive and negative effects on people’s lives. 

22- All languages are really valuable, despite their differences    
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E Choose the best. 

24 - One of my cousins got a part-time job as an English .................. at the UN. He 

works on cultural texts. 

a-Scientist               b-translator                c- pilgrim                    d-singer 

25 - When you go to grandma’s house, don’t .................. anything about the party 

because we want it to be a surprise. 

a-appear                b-  mention                    c-pack                     d-  consider 

26 - All languages are really valuable, .................. their differences. 

a-However             b-despite                   c- therefore                  d- besides 

27 - When I got to Tom’s home, his dog .................. suddenly from behind the door. 

a-protected            b-ordered                    c-completed               d-  appeared 
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F Choose appropriate words to complete the following sentences. 

 

27. The students need to read (little/many/a little/much) books about history. 

28. Please buy (a little/a bottle of/many/few) bread for breakfast. 

29. Children should drink (few/a loaf/a lot of/a few) milk. 

30. We did not have (a little/a bar of/much/a few) visitors this week. 
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G Unscramble and make true sentences  

 

31-bread / much / your mother / does / how / need? 

32. cars / are / lots / there / in / street / the / of ? 

33-Medicine/ best/ is /for /your/ laughter/ health/ the/? 

34-on the phone/math problem/at home/Ali/carefully/explained/a/hard/yesterday/. 

35-are/happy/they/never/with/him/. 
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H Write proper questions 

36- ……………………….………..? I have 10 pens in my bag. 

 37-……………   ………………….?Ali read two story books carefully. 

38-………………………………….?My mother bought five kilos of rice yesterday. 

 

1.5 

I Write T for grammatically True and F for grammatically False sentences.  

 

39-Sam always washes his car in the yard carefully on Fridays .                 (   ) 

40-You can find different types of candles over there.                                 (   ) 

41-How many information does your teacher need?                                     (   ) 

42-A lot of endangered language are in Australia and South America.         (   ) 
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J Read the following sentences. Underline and Put (S) for subjects, (O) for objects, (V) 

for verbs and (Adv) for adverbs. 

 

43 - I cooked the cake last Sunday. 

44-The baby laughed very loudly 
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K Pronunciation – which one is different in pronunciation and stress. 

 

45-              a-13             b-18                c-19                        d-40 

46-              a-10              b-30               c-50                        d-70 
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L Reading  

 

Jungles are always useful to men in many ways. Wood is necessary for making all 

kinds of things. Countries which have a lot of trees , get more rain than those which 

are treeless; and wherever trees grow especially on mountains, they stop heavy rain 

from washing the earth away into the valleys and leaving only rocks. But long ago 

men were so afraid of jungles, and feared to go into them. It was easy to lose one's 

way ,for the roads were often difficult to follow. A very real danger was wild 

animals. Today ,however, everybody thinks more of beautiful things in a jungle and 

less the danger. 
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47. Is wood necessary for making doors and boats? 

48. Why did people lose their way the jungle? 

 

49. If we destroy our jungles , we'll have less rain, 

a) true                b) false 

 

50. Heavy rain washes the earth into the valley. 

a) true               b) false 

 

 Part two – Listening  

، فایل شنیداری را بارگیری کنند.  ایت کارسنجطریق س  زیا ا  زیر توانند از طریق اسکن کیو آر کدتوجه : دانش آموزان می    
 

 

 

M  Listen for three times and answer to the questions 

 

A- TRUE (T) or FALSE(F) 

 

51-Bruno’s family are going to fly home next week.(   ) 

52-my mother scared of sharks a lot.(   ) 

 

B- Fill in the blanks. 

 

This afternoon we are going to go the ……53………there are lot of ……54………. 

Sea ……55………there. 

Later we are going to watch ……56……… . I love dolphins. 
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Good Luck 
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